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Abstract: This paper investigates magnet demagnetization characteristics of the modular permanent

magnet machine. The influence of flux gaps on magnet flux density, losses distribution, torque and de-

magnetization are analyzed for different operating conditions. The magnet demagnetizations caused

by three sources, such as the PM field, the armature field, and the magnet temperature rise, are indi-

vidually investigated using the frozen permeability method. Furthermore, coupled electromagnetic

(EM)-thermal modelling is also adopted in this paper to fully reveal the advantages of the modular

machine in improving machine EM performances. This is essential due to the temperature-dependent

properties of the machines, such as the magnet remanence, coercivity, and copper resistivity. For

comparison propose, the EM performances with a particular focus on the demagnetization withstand

capability for both the modular and non-modular machines are investigated based on the EM-thermal

coupling. It is found that, compared to the non-modular machine, the modular machine can achieve

higher torque, higher efficiency, and better demagnetization withstand capability.

Keywords: coupled electromagnetic-thermal modelling; flux gaps; frozen permeability; irreversible

demagnetization; modular SPM machine

1. Introduction

Permanent magnet (PM) machines are attracting increasing interest in various industry
sectors, such as electric and hybrid electric vehicles, renewable energy, and aerospace
applications. Compared with induction machines and variable reluctance machines, the PM
machines have higher torque or power density and efficiency. In recent years, a novel class
of PM machines with segmented stators, as shown in Figure 1a, have been proposed [1,2].
Such modular PM machines do not only have the advantages of conventional PM machines
but can also simplify the manufacturing and transportation of large-scale machines. This
makes them a promising candidate for direct-drive wind power applications. In addition,
if the slot and pole number combination and the flux gap (FG) width are properly selected,
the modular machine can also achieve improved back-EMF and average torque as well
as reduced machine total mass [3]. This is mainly because the FGs in alternate stator
teeth improve the winding factor (more precisely, pitch factor) and open-circuit airgap flux
density and they also have a flux focusing effect. It is worth noting that, these threefold
effects are true for the modular machines with a pole number (2p) larger than the slot
number (Ns). By contrast, for the modular machines with 2p < Ns, the introduced flux
gaps will reduce the winding factor and also have a flux defocusing effect, which leads to
reduced average torque [4].

However, as for all other PM machines, the modular PM machines also face problems,
such as magnet irreversible demagnetization, i.e., the magnet working point moves to
below the knee point on the B(H) curve. Once irreversible demagnetization occurs, the
magnet remanence permanently reduces, which leads to reduced torque or power density.
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This is particularly problematic for machines operating at high temperature, which require
flux weakening to achieve a wide constant power speed range. Therefore, it is essential to
improve the machine demagnetization withstand capability. According to [5], it is found
that for a given operating temperature, the demagnetization withstand capability of the
modular machine is better than that of the conventional PM machine.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 1. Cross-sections and open-circuit flux line distribution of SPM machines. (a) Modular

machine and (b) non-modular machine.

In the literature, some existing research works have investigated the demagnetization
characteristics of PM machines. It has been found that both machine topologies, load
current and magnet temperature can affect the demagnetization withstand capability
of PM machines. For example, the modular SPM machines [5] and the switched flux
hybrid magnet memory machine with E-core structure and PMs being inserted into the
iron bridge [6] can help improve the magnet demagnetization withstand capability and
significantly reduce the demagnetization area. It is also found that the area near the
center line of the magnet often suffers from the most significant demagnetization for the
modular SPM machine [5] and V-shaped IPM machine [7]. However, the two ends of the
magnets suffer from the most significant demagnetization for the 2-layer UV-shaped IPM
machine [8] and switched flux PM machine [9,10]. Apart from the machine topologies,
the load current (both d- and q-axis currents) and magnet temperature can affect the
demagnetization characteristics, such as flux density distribution, demagnetization ratio,
electromagnetic (EM) torque and losses (e.g., PM eddy current loss, and stator and rotor
core iron losses) [5,11,12].

However, most of the investigations are based on electromagnetic (EM) simulations
only. Although the operating temperatures are often given for different operating con-
ditions, the coupling between electromagnetic and thermal performances are largely ne-
glected. Such models only consider the impact of temperature variation on machine
electromagnetic performance but fail to consider the impact of electromagnetic perfor-
mance variation on machine thermal performance. It is well-known that the materials’
properties, such as the magnet remanence, coercivity and copper resistivity, are temperature-
dependent [12,13]. Different operating temperatures can lead to the variations in machine
demagnetization characteristics as well as losses, including PM eddy current loss, sta-
tor and rotor iron core losses and copper loss. These losses are the main heat sources,
and their variations will, in turn, affect the temperature distribution within electrical ma-
chines. Therefore, a closely coupled EM-thermal modelling, as depicted by the flowchart in
Figure 2, is essential to accurately analyze the EM’s performance, such as magnet demagne-
tization, and the thermal performance, such as temperature distribution within different
machine components at different operation conditions [14,15]. The mechanism of coupled
EM-thermal modelling can be explained as follows. The machine specifications and the
initial operating temperature are firstly used for calculating the initial EM performance, in
particular the stator and rotor iron core losses, the PM eddy current loss and copper loss.
These losses are then adopted as the input in the 3D lumped parameter thermal model
(LPTN) for predicting temperature distribution within machine components. The resultant
temperature can be used for updating the magnet properties, e.g., remanence and coercivity,
and coil resistance, which can be used in the EM model to obtain updated EM performance.
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Several iterations will be needed to solve the coupled EM-thermal model. The criterion to
decide when to stop the iteration is when the temperature difference (∆T) is lower than the
convergence error (εerror), then the obtained temperature distribution and EM performance
can be regarded as the final predictions.

∆
ε

Figure 2. The flowchart of the coupled EM-thermal modelling. Tm, Tc, Br, Hc, and R are the

magnet temperature, the coil temperature, the magnet remanence, the magnet coercivity, and the coil

resistance, respectively.

In this paper, a modular machine investigated in [3] (the specifications are listed in
Table 1) is compared with the conventional non-modular machine, as shown in Figure 1b.
Their masses of active materials and other key EM performances, i.e., maximum torque,
rated power, and efficiency are compared, as listed in Table 2. The dynamic perfor-
mances at room temperature for both investigated machines are compared, as shown
in Figures 3 and 4. They reveal that the modular machine can achieve higher torque den-
sity and low PM loss under most operation conditions. Hence, even the iron losses of the
modular machine are higher than the non-modular machine, its efficiencies under most
operation conditions are higher.

The demagnetization characteristics of both the modular and non-modular machines
will also be studied in this paper. They can reveal the potential of the modular machine in
improving the machine demagnetization withstand capability. In addition, the machine
EM performances, including PM eddy current loss, stator and rotor iron losses and torque,
are significantly affected by the demagnetization. This will also be investigated based on
the coupled EM-thermal modelling.

Table 1. General parameters of the investigated SPM machines.

Slot number 24 Rotor outer radius (mm) 129.4
Pole number 28 Rotor yoke thickness (mm) 8.6

Stator outer radius (mm) 154 Stack length (mm) 210
Stator yoke height (mm) 5.6 DC voltage (V) 800

Tooth width (mm) 13.2 Rated phase current (Apeak) 100

Flux gap width (mm) 10 Number of turns per coil 10
Airgap length (mm) 2 Rate speed (rpm) 1500

Magnet thickness (mm) 6.6
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Table 2. Masses of active materials and key EM performance comparisons between the modular and

non-modular SPM machine.

Non-Modular Machine Modular Machine

Mass of active winding (kg) 9.1 7.1
Mass of stator steel (kg) 16.7 15.7
Mass of rotor steel (kg) 10 10
Mass of permanent (kg) 8.2 8.2

Slot fill factor 0.6 0.47
Torque (Nm) 273 330
Power (kW) 43 52

Efficiency (%) 96.9 96.8

∆
ε

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 3. (a) Torque and (b) losses vs. speed for the modular and non-modular machines.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 4. Efficiency maps of (a) modular machine and (b) non-modular machine.

2. Demagnetization Analysis

2.1. Mechanism of Magnet Irreversible Demagnetization

The temperature-dependent B(H) curves for the magnet material (N35H) used in this
paper are shown in Figure 5a. It is found that, with temperature rise, the remanence is
reduced, which can reduce the magnet MMF and the machine EM performance. In addition,
the temperature rise can also reduce the coercivity but increase the knee point, which leads
to easier magnet irreversible demagnetization. This can be explained by Figure 5b. For a
given operating temperature and under different load conditions, the working point moves
following the original demagnetization curve having a remanence Br0. Since the working points
have the same Br0, the demagnetization will be reversible. However, if the working point moves
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to below the knee point, it will follow a new demagnetization curve with a lower remanence
(Br1). This permanent loss of magnetization is so called “irreversible demagnetization”. After
the irreversible demagnetization, the machine will operate under the new B(H) curve with
reduced remanence but with the same slope as the original B(H) curve [16,17].

 
(a) (b) 

Φ Φ
Φ

μ μ
μ μ

α − α −β − β −
α α β β

α α β β − −

− − − − −

Figure 5. B(H) curves of the used PM material. (a) Temperature-dependent B(H) curves and (b) reversible

and irreversible demagnetizations.

2.2. Demagnetization without EM-Thermal Coupling

The magnet flux density is essential for investigating the machine demagnetization
characteristics and evaluating the machine demagnetization withstand capability. This is
because, under the same operating condition, the machine with higher magnet flux density
will generally have better demagnetization withstand capability. It is known that magnet
flux density (Bm) depends on the reluctance of the magnetic circuit (R), the magnetomotive
force (MMF) generated by PMs (Fm) and armature current (Fc), and can be calculated by:



















Φ =
FM + Fc

R

Bm =
Φ

A

(1)

where Φ and A are the flux in the magnet and magnet area, respectively.
Fm and Fc can be described by:















Fm =
BrLmag

µ0µr

Fc = Ni

(2)

where Br, µ0, µr, Lmag, N, and i are the magnet remanence, vacuum permeability, magnet
relative permeability, magnet thickness, number of turns and magnitude of armature
current. It is worth noting that the magnet properties, e.g., remanence (Br) and coercivity
(Hc), are temperature-dependent as described by [18]:







Br(T) = Br(T0)
[

1 + α1(T − T0) + α2(T − T0)
2
]

Hc(T) = Hc(T0)
[

1 + β1(T − T0) + β2(T − T0)
2
] (3)

where T0 is the reference temperature and α1, α2, β1 and β2 are temperature-dependent
coefficients. α1, α2, β1 and β2 for the chosen magnet material in this paper are −1.2 × 10−3,
−1.5 × 10−9, −6.9 × 10−3 and 1.17 × 10−5, respectively.
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According to Equations (1)–(3), the magnet flux density variation can be contributed
from three sources:

1. PM field only: the MMF generated by PMs (Fm) can demagnetize the magnets.
2. Armature field only: the MMF generated by 3-phase armature currents (Fc), particu-

larly under flux weakening operation or during short-circuit fault, can lead to magnet
demagnetization.

3. Temperature rise: as mentioned previously, the coercivity of most magnets (except
for Ferrite) reduces while the knee point increases to be closer to the magnet working
point, making the magnets prone to irreversible demagnetization.

In order to investigate the magnet demagnetization, the points along the center line
within a PM (as shown in Figure 6) have been chosen. This is mainly due to the fact that
the magnet in this region is more easily affected by demagnetization than other regions [5].
It is worth noting that, in order to separate the influence of the above three sources on
the magnet demagnetization, a range of magnet temperatures will be used first in this
section without adopting coupled EM-thermal modelling, which will be investigated in
Section 2.2.4 for more accurate temperature prediction.

Figure 6. Points chosen for demagnetization analysis within the PM.

Without considering the magnet temperature variation, temperature rise in particular,
the magnet demagnetization is mainly due to the MMFs produced by the PMs and armature
currents, especially the negative d-axis current, as shown in Figure 7. It is found that, at
a magnet operating temperature of 20 ◦C, when the load current is smaller than a critical
value, e.g., 200 A for the modular machine and 300 A for the non-modular machine, the
minimum flux density is almost constant when the d-axis current reduces. After the critical
value, the minimum magnet flux density reduces almost linearly with reducing d-axis
current. Compared with the non-modular machine, the modular machine is found to be
able to improve the minimum magnet flux density at different load currents. This means
that the introduced flux gaps can improve the demagnetization withstand capability.

The flux density versus rotor position for the modular and non-modular machines
is also investigated, as shown in Figure 8. It is found that, if the current is smaller than
the critical value, the minimum magnet flux density is reached when the center line of the
PM is aligned with the center line of the slot (rotor position 2 in Figure 8). In addition,
the values of the minimum flux density are almost the same for different currents. On
the contrary, when the current is larger than the critical value, the minimum magnet flux
density can be reached when the center line of the PM is aligned with the center line of the
tooth (rotor position 1 in Figure 8). In addition, when the selected PM rotates to the flux
gap region, the magnet flux density will reduce until the center line of the PM is aligned
with the center line of the flux gap (rotor position 3 in Figure 8). This magnet flux density
variation is caused by the combined influence between machine topology, MMFs generated
by PMs, and armature currents, which will be detailed in the following sections.
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Figure 7. Minimum magnet flux density (radial component) at 20 ◦C at point A vs. the d-axis current

for the investigated machines.

  
(a) (b) 

μ

Figure 8. Magnet flux density (radial component) at 20 ◦C at point A for the (a) modular and

(b) non-modular machines.

2.2.1. PM Field Only

In order to evaluate the influence of demagnetization caused by only the PM field while
under the influence of negative d-axis current, the modular and non-modular machines have
been simulated at a PM temperature of 20 ◦C. By adopting the FP method, the armature
field has been removed and the magnet flux density variation due to the PM field for both
investigated machines are shown in Figure 9. Without the armature field, the magnet flux
density only depends on the reluctance of the magnetic circuit and the PM MMF (FM). It is
found that, due to the non-linear characteristics of the iron core, reducing the d-axis current
increase its relative permeability (µr); therefore, reduces the reluctance while increasing the
magnet flux density. The variation in magnet flux density is significant for the non-modular
machine as show in Figure 9b. However, it is found that, the flux density variation for the
modular machine under different load currents is almost the same, as shown in Figure 9a.
This means that, the introduced flux gaps in the modular machine can significantly reduce the
PM flux density variation caused by the variation of iron core permeability.
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(a) (b) 

μ

Figure 9. Magnet flux density (radial component) generated by PM source at point A within the

selected PM vs. rotor position for the (a) modular and (b) non-modular machines.

For both the investigated machines, the maximum flux density is reached at the initial
rotor position, i.e., the center line of the magnet is aligned with the center line of the tooth
(rotor position 1 in Figure 9a). This is because the effective airgap length, and therefore
the reluctance, are minimum when the rotor is at position 1. When the rotor rotates and
the selected magnet is facing the slot opening, the reluctance increases because of the
small relative permeability of the copper wires (µr = 1) in the stator slot. Therefore, the
magnet flux density reduces and reaches its minimum value when the center line of the
magnet is aligned with the center line of the slot opening (rotor position 2 in Figure 9a).
The introduced flux gaps have the same effect as the slot openings, which also reduce the
magnet flux density when the selected magnet rotates to the flux gap region. The magnet
flux density will keep reducing until the center line of the magnet is aligned with the center
line of the flux gap (rotor position 3 as shown in Figure 9a).

The results above are for a single flux gap width (10 mm), the minimum magnet
flux density variation against the flux gap width has also been investigated, as shown in
Figure 10a. It is found that, when the flux gap width is smaller than 13 mm, an increasing
flux gap width leads to increased minimum flux density. This means improved magnet
demagnetization withstand capability. The reason is that, increasing flux gap width leads to
reduced slot opening, and hence, a reduced effective airgap length at rotor position 2. As a
result, the minimum flux density at position 2 will be increased, as shown by the red curve
in Figure 10b. However, when the flux gap width is larger than a critical value (13 mm
for the investigated modular machine in this paper), the minimum magnet flux density
reduces with increased flux gap width. This is because the flux gap has the same effect
with the slot openings. If the flux gap width is large enough (13 mm for the investigated
modular machine), the magnet flux density at rotor position 3 will be smaller than that
at rotor position 2 due to the larger effective airgap length, as shown by the blue curve in
Figure 10b. This means that an optimal flux gap width (13 mm) can be found from the
magnet demagnetization withstand capability point of view.
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(a) (b) 

≈

Figure 10. Magnet flux density (radial component) at point A generated by PM MMF at 20 ◦C for the

modular machine. (a) Minimum magnet flux density vs. flux gap width and (b) magnet flux density

vs. rotor position while the flux gap widths are 13 mm and 30 mm.

2.2.2. Armature Field Only

Apart from the PM field in the previous section, the applied armature currents can
also generate demagnetizing MMF. Again, using the FP method, the magnet flux density
(at point A) due to only the armature field against the load current has been calculated,
as shown in Figure 11. The magnet flux density now depends on the load current, and
the effective airgap length, as described by Equations (1) and (2). As a result, for both
the modular and non-modular machines, at the initial rotor position 1 where the d-axis
is aligned with the center line of the tooth of the A-phase, the magnitude of the A-phase
current reaches its maximum value, and the effective airgap length is the smallest. This
leads to the most significant demagnetization, and hence, the minimum magnet flux density.
When the rotor rotates towards the slot opening, the effective airgap length is increased.
Together with a reduced A-phase current, the magnet flux density generated by the applied
armature field at point A is increased. However, when the rotor rotates by 90 electrical
degrees, i.e., 45/7 ≈ 6.4 mechanical degrees, named as rotor position 4 in this paper, the
A-phase current is 0 A, while the B-phase current is equal to minus C-phase current. Hence,
the magnet flux density at point A is 0 T.

≈

Figure 11. The magnet flux density (radial component) at point A generated by an applied 3-phase

armature current at 20 ◦C for the modular machine with different load currents.
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According to Equation (2), the armature MMF is proportional to the current amplitude.
Therefore, when the current amplitude increases, the minimum magnet flux density reduces,
as shown in Figure 12a. This is true for both the modular and non-modular machines.
However, the modular machine is able to increase the minimum magnet flux density,
which results from the increased effective airgap length due to the introduced flux gaps
as mentioned in the previous section. However, this increase in magnet flux density is
insignificant when the flux gap width is larger than 10 mm, as shown in Figure 12b. In
addition, the improved minimum magnet flux density for the modular machine reveals
that the demagnetization caused by armature MMF in the modular machine can also be
mitigated by the introduced flux gaps. This is similar to the demagnetization caused by the
PM MMF in previous section.

  
(a) (b) 

− −
Figure 12. The minimum magnet flux density at point A generated by applied 3-phase armature

currents at 20 ◦C. (a) Bm vs. current amplitude, and (b) Bm vs. FG width for Id = −100 A and −300 A.

2.2.3. Demagnetization with Temperature Rise

As mentioned previously, apart from the influence of the MMFs produced by the
magnets and armature currents, the temperature rise can also lead to further magnet
demagnetization. To evaluate the magnet demagnetization due to temperature rise, the
minimum magnet flux density at point A versus magnet temperature and d-axis current
are shown in Figure 13. For both the modular and non-modular machines, increasing the
armature field leads to reduced minimum magnet flux density. In addition, when the PM
temperature is below 150 ◦C, the demagnetization is insignificant and the reduction in
minimum magnet flux density is small. However, when the magnet temperature increases
to beyond 150 ◦C, the machine demagnetization withstand capability significantly deterio-
rates. As a result, this dramatically reduces the magnet flux density. The overheating of the
magnets can even lead to a change in magnet polarity, as shown in Figure 13.

Compared with the non-modular machine, the modular machine (as shown in Figure 13)
has higher magnet flux density at different magnet temperatures and d-axis currents. This
means that the introduced flux gaps are able to improve the demagnetization withstand
capability at different operating conditions.
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− −

Figure 13. The minimum magnet flux density (radial component) at point A for the investigated

machines under different operating conditions.

2.2.4. Demagnetization with Coupled EM-Thermal Modelling

As discussed in previous sections, it is found that the machine topologies, load current
and temperature rise can significantly affect the flux density distribution within PMs. This
will, in turn, affect the losses, e.g., stator and rotor iron core losses, PM eddy current
loss, and EM torque. Together with the increase in copper loss due to the temperature-
dependent electrical resistivity of copper [the coefficient is 3.69 × 10−3/◦C [13] (p. 76),
the variation of losses caused by demagnetization will also lead to machine temperature
variation, which will again affect the EM’s performance. Therefore, the coupled EM-thermal
modelling, as described by the flowchart shown in Figure 2, is essential to account for
the interaction between the EM and thermal performance. In this section, the coupled
EM-thermal modelling is implemented for both investigated machines. Three operating
conditions are considered for the investigations, e.g., condition 1 (rated current Id = 0 A
and Iq = 100 A), condition 2 (flux weakening − Id = Iq = 50

√
2 A), and condition 3 (3 times

the rated current Id = 0 A and Iq = 300 A).
Some assumptions need to be made for the coupled EM-thermal modelling such as:

1. The electrical resistivity of the PM and iron core are independent of the temperature
rise. This is because the increase in resistivity of the PM and iron core are negligible
when the temperature rise is lower than 300 ◦C [19].

2. For different operating conditions, only steady-state performance is considered to
simplify the analyses.

3. In order to avoid the change of magnet polarity, as shown in Figure 13, the investigated
machines are assumed to operate less than 30 min when they are operated under three
times the rated current.

It is worth noting that the coupled EM-thermal model is quite computationally in-
tensive. Therefore, instead of using a 3D finite element (FE) thermal or 3D computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) model, 3D lumped parameter thermal network (LPTN) models for
both the modular and non-modular machines have been developed based on the models in
Motor-CAD. Different from the non-modular machine, the LPTN of the modular machine
should include extra equivalent thermal resistances to represent the heat convection at the
flux gap surfaces. The stator segments with heat convection are shown in Figure 14a, and
the heat conduction in the stator is shown in Figure 14b. The rotor thermal network is
not shown as it is the same as that of the non-modular machine. The equivalent thermal
resistance of the segmental stators and new topologies of the windings for the modular
machines should be re-calculated. For example, the segmental stator back-iron and active
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winding will be considered as cylindrical components with angular spans α as shown in
Figure 15a, and its equivalent thermal network is shown in Figure 15b. The equivalent
thermal resistances are derived by [20]:

R1r =
1

2αλL
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2r2

2 ln
(
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r2

)

(
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2

)
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2
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−
4r2

2 ln
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)



 (7)

R3a =
−L

3αλ
(

r2
1 − r2

2

) (8)

where r1, r2 and L are the radius of the outer surface, radius of the inner surface, and stack
length, respectively. It is worth noting that, if the components are without heat generation,
resistance R3r and R3a is equal to 0. The equivalent thermal resistance of the heat convection
at flux gap surfaces is also derived by:

Rh =
1

hSh
(9)

where h is the convection coefficient at the flux gap surfaces, which are calculated by CFD.

−αλ − − −
−αλ −

 

 
(a) (b) 

α

Figure 14. The 3D LPTN model for the stator for the modular machine. (a) Heat convection block.

(b) Heat conduction block. FG is the flux gap.
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−αλ − − −
−αλ −

 
(a) (b) 

αFigure 15. (a) Cylindrical components in electrical machines with angular spans α and (b) its

equivalent thermal network. T1, T2, T3 and T4 are the temperatures of the front, rear, outer and inner

surfaces, respectively.

Using the coupled EM-thermal model, the average PM and coil temperatures for
both investigated machines have been obtained, as shown in Table 3. Due to the magnet’s
temperature rise, the magnet flux density is reduced for both the investigated machines
under different operating conditions, as shown in Figure 16. In addition, the magnet flux
density in condition 2 is slightly smaller than that in condition 1. This reduction is mainly
due to the introduced d-axis current for flux weakening. However, the amplitude of the
d-axis current in condition 2 is relatively small, and therefore, the demagnetization caused
by the armature field is only marginal.

Table 3. Average steady state of the PM and coil temperatures.

Modular Machine Non-Modular Machine

Tm (◦C) Tc (◦C) Tm (◦C) Tc (◦C)

Condition 1 160 151 158 142
Condition 2 153 146 148 148
Condition 3 150 152 140 129

Note: Tm and Tc are the average temperatures of the magnets and coils, respectively.

  
(a) (b) 

′
Figure 16. Magnet flux density variation under different operating conditions calculated for (a) modular

and (b) non-modular machines. Tm′ denotes the average magnet temperature.

It is worth noting that the PM eddy current loss is proportional to the magnet flux
density variation rate (dBb/dt). Compared with the non-modular machine, the magnet
flux density variation rate of the modular machine is smaller, as shown in Figure 16. This is
because the increase in the effective airgap length, caused by the introduced flux gaps, can
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reduce the magnet flux density variation rate, and hence, can reduce the PM eddy current
loss, as shown in Figure 17. This decrease can be more significant when the machines
operate under overload conditions, e.g., three times the rated current.

Figure 17. Losses (including stator and rotor iron losses, and PM eddy current loss) of both inves-

tigated machines under different operating conditions. For each load condition, the left-hand bar

reflects the losses obtained by using the EM-only model and the right-hand bar reflects the losses

obtained by using the EM-thermal coupled model.

In addition, with the coupled EM-thermal model, the losses for different load con-
ditions, including the PM eddy current loss, and stator and rotor iron core losses, are all
reduced for both of the investigated machines. This is also due to the demagnetization
caused by the PM’s temperature rise. Furthermore, due to higher copper loss resulting from
the reduced slot area, the temperatures within the modular machine are higher than those
within the non-modular machine under a peak phase current of 100 A (conditions 1 and 2).
For example, with the introduced flux gaps, the PM temperature increases from 158 ◦C and
148 ◦C to 160 ◦C and 153 ◦C for the conditions 1 and 2, respectively. When the machines
operate the condition 3, e.g., Iq = 300 A, the advantage of flux gaps in reducing the PM eddy
current loss is more evident, as shown in Figure 17. However, the increase in copper loss
can also be more significant due to increased load current. This results in a higher coil tem-
perature, which can further increase the copper loss. As a result, the modular machine has
a higher copper loss and coil temperature (increase from 129 ◦C (non-modular) to 152 ◦C
(modular)). In addition, the PM temperature of the modular machine is also affected by
this high copper loss, increasing from 140 ◦C (non-modular) to 150 ◦C (modular). However,
it is worth noting that these results are obtained under the condition that the number of
turns per phase and the phase current are the same between the modular and non-modular
machines. Given the fact that the modular machine can achieve higher average torque,
then, if under the same average torque conditions, the copper loss of the modular machine
will be smaller than that of the non-modular counterpart [4]. This will lead to lower coil
and PM temperatures within the modular machine.

With the coupled EM-thermal modelling, the partial irreversible demagnetization has
also been investigated for both the modular and non-modular machines. The irreversibly
demagnetized areas (colored), where the remanence is reduced, are shown in Figure 18. It
is found that both machines will experience irreversible demagnetization, but the modular
machine has a smaller irreversible demagnetization region than the non-modular machine.
This means that the introduced flux gaps can improve the demagnetization withstand
capability under different load conditions.
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Modular Machines 

   
 (a) (b) (c) 

Non-modular Machines 

   
 (d) (e) (f) 

′ ′ ′

′ ′ ′

′ ′

Figure 18. Remanence distribution of the PM obtained using the coupled EM-thermal model of Motor-

CAD for (a) condition 1, Tm′ = 160 ◦C; (b) condition 2, Tm′ = 153 ◦C; (c) condition 3, Tm′ = 150 ◦C;

(d) condition 1, Tm′ = 158 ◦C; (e) condition 2, Tm′ = 148 ◦C; and (f) condition 3, Tm′ = 140 ◦C.

Torque, as one of the most important EM performances for the machines, is also
affected by the demagnetization. Compared with the EM-only modelling, the torque of the
modular and non-modular machine calculated by using the coupled EM-thermal modelling
is lower. This is mainly due to the demagnetization caused by the PM temperature rise, as
shown in Figure 19. Even though the modular machine has higher PM temperature due to
copper loss, the decrease in torque is less significant than the non-modular machine. It is
shown that, the improved demagnetization withstand capability and reduced PM eddy
current loss due to flux gaps allow the modular machines to have better EM performance.
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′ ′ ′

′ ′ ′

  
(a) (b) 

′ ′
Figure 19. On-load torque vs. rotor position for (a) modular and (b) non-modular machines with and

without considering EM-thermal coupling. Tm′ and Tc′ denote the average steady state magnet and

coil temperatures obtained by the coupled EM-thermal model.

3. Conclusions

In this paper, the demagnetization caused by the PM field, applied armature field
and magnet temperature rise has been investigated for both modular and non-modular
machines by adopting a coupled EM-thermal modelling. When temperature varies, the
temperature-dependent material properties, e.g., the magnet remanence and coercivity and
copper resistivity, will also change, leading to different losses including stator and rotor
core iron losses, magnet eddy current loss and copper loss. The changed losses will, in turn,
lead to temperature variation within electrical machines. Therefore, it is essential to adopt
the coupled EM-thermal modelling in order to more accurately predict the machine EM
and thermal performances.

By employing the coupled EM-thermal models, the magnet flux density variation,
magnet eddy current loss, and irreversible magnet demagnetization have been compared
between modular and non-modular machines. It is found that, the introduced flux gaps
in the modular machine are able to improve the machine demagnetization withstand
capability. In addition, they can also reduce the PM eddy current loss. Compared to the
non-modular machine, the improved demagnetization withstand capability of the modular
machine leads to a smaller irreversible demagnetization region and also significantly
improves on-load torque. Benefits from this higher demagnetization capability, such as
the improved EM performance for the modular machine, can be more significant with
the coupled EM-thermal modelling, as listed in Table 4. Compared with non-coupled
modelling (listed in Table 2), the efficiency of the modular machine is improved by 0.2%,
while it is reduced by 1.2% for the non-modular machine.

Table 4. EM performance with coupled models for the modular and non-modular SPM machines.

Torque (Nm) Power (kW) Efficiency (%)

Modular machine 326 51.2 97.1
Non-modular machine 270 42.4 95.6
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